We interrupt this regularly scheduled newsletter... to invite you into the big top. You’ve often heard politics referred to as a circus, and there is good reason for that. Now, the AIACC wants all members to have a ticket to play a part in how legislature affects your bottom line. Consider this your program to a show not to be missed. Become involved; learn why it’s necessary.

CALC PAC is the vehicle by which the AIACC is politically engaged. Click here for more information and how to participate.

Sales Tax on Services
Ask yourself what an additional
7.5% sales tax would do to your business.

To Recuse or Not to Recuse
Read how a member traveled to Sacramento to testify on the need for SB 704. Member participation at its finest.

Legislative involvement is necessary, and the AIACC is on a daily mission to ensure your bottom line is protected. [Click here to donate.]
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